We are a media, marketing and promotional agency specializing in
live entertainment, attractions, spirits, restaurants
and other entertainment and leisure brands
including consumer goods & products.

You may need assistance in identifying markets for your product or service.
You may need to create awareness for your brand with minimal advertising dollars.
You’re looking for partnerships.

An increase in your channels of distributing your message.
You need penetration in the overall marketplace.
We’ve crossed the finish line before. Scored touchdowns.
Our goal is to get you to your goals.

CAMPAIGN:
The New York premiere of Isobel Mahon’s Party Face, a
comedy about an Irish family’s housewarming that spirals
hilariously out of control, officially opened at City Center
Stage 2 on January 22, 2018. Leading the cast of the
Off-Broadway production is Oscar winner Hayley Mills
(Parent Trap) and was directed by Amanda Bearse
(Married…With Children). The producers enlisted the
assistance of Blue Vista 725 to handle the
marketing/promotions of this Limited Engagement.

Blue Vista 725 produced multiple campaigns across several
media outlets including, but not limited to TV,
Radio/podcasts, out of home, print, online as well as
associations and affiliations with nail salons, Big Gay Ice
Cream and other food & beverage companies, LGBTQ and
Irish organizations, daily deal and theatrical sites and more
to significant elevate the awareness of the production and
drive ticket sales throughout the Tri-State area and beyond.

CAMPAIGN:
SHEAR MADNESS, an interactive whodunit play and one of
the longest-running nonmusical plays in the world,
celebrated its 40th anniversary in Boston before closing in
2020.
Blue Vista 725 was enlisted to assist with the overall
marketing of the New York premiere, producing multiple,
promotional campaigns across several media outlets
including, but not limited to TV, Radio/podcasts, out of
home, online, print, as well as associations and affiliations
with nail salons, legal services, daily deal and theatrical
sites and more to significant elevate the awareness of the
production and drive ticket sales throughout the Tri-State
area and beyond.
As a result of these efforts, Blue Vista 725 was enlisted to
assist in the marketing and promotions for the Kennedy
Center in Washington, D.C. and The Charles Playhouse
Stage II in Boston, MA. Blue Vista 725 produced several
campaigns across multiple platforms including hotel room
and airport TV networks, that significantly increased
awareness and ticket sales.

CAMPAIGN:
TravelHub365.com is worry-free, expert travel planning
with luxury experiences, exclusive perks and personalized.
They have solutions for your travel needs. From pricing to
planning, TravelHub’s Virtuoso Travel Advisors quickly and
easily find a solution that is just right for you or your
business. Whether you choose from their single-trip
services or a long-term membership solution, they can get
the support you need.
Blue Vista 725 produced a “Procrasti-Vacation” campaign
with messaging “Putting off a much needed vacation due to
the stress of planning” including the production of a :30 sec
commercial and promoted it through high traffic locations
in midtown Manhattan.
Campaign Details:
•
Macy’s digital billboard
•
Penn Plaza digital billboard
•
4 Display Weeks
•
Impressions: 3,252,450

His business savvy
coupled with his great
personality makes Matt
the true definition of the
whole package, and a real
pleasure to work with.“

"Blue Vista 725 media is
a leader in developing
cutting edge
customized advertising
and branding
campaigns.
They bring great
passion and insight with
their work and are
experts in connecting
clients with their
audiences. Working
with them brings your
company to the next
level and they make you
feel like family.”

- Deirdre Alby,
Marketing Director

- Bill Mason,
Publisher

"Matt is incredibly
valuable to any marketing
team. With his non-stop
energy, creative initiative,
and his seemingly endless
list of relationships in the
industry, he can take any
production or product to
the next level of
innovative promotions.

“We needed an agency
that could deliver media,
marketing and
promotional campaigns
with immediacy.
The scope of Blue Vista’s
relationships with media
vendors and promotional
partners made them a
reliable and efficient
partner for us.
They consistently
delivered impactful
campaigns for us on time
and within budget.”
-

Jeff Chrzczon,
Producer

"Matt jumped on board
with energy and
enthusiasm.
Although pressed for
time, he was able to
secure hotel rooms for
our visiting filmmakers
and delicious chocolates
and treats for our
audience!"
- Rebecca Linde,
Sponsorship and
Marketing Director for
New York Int'l Children's
Film Festival

"Matt is one hell of a publicist and
all-around PR genius.
Incredibly energetic, smart as a
whip, and remarkably intuitive,
with great interpersonal/people
skills.
And on top of his professional
savvy, he's a great human
being...which makes him a sheer
joy to work with.

I'd recommend him without
hesitation to anyone!"
– Allan Neuwirth,
co-creator of Chelsea Boys

10 East 39th Street, Suite 907
New York, NY 10016

We welcome potential clients, partners
and media vendors to contact us today
for more information:
646.661.5546
info@bluevista725.com
bluevista725.com

